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THE HOPE ISSUE
New students often brave the Mountain Campus Challenge Course during
orientation. High above the ground, they climb, leap, and balance their way to
a new understanding of themselves. When they return to solid ground, they
are better leaders and communicators.
This is the work of hope. Hope is a balancing act, a scramble, a leap into the
First-year D.V.M. student
Alex Bailey tackles the
Challenge Course at CSU’s
Mountain Campus.
PH OTO BY JOH N E I S E LE

unknown. Whether you are an alum approaching your golden anniversary or a
proud member of the Class of 2019, you have chosen hope. We dedicate this
issue to you and your next leap.

“AS A LARGE-ANIMAL VETERINARIAN IN RURAL COLORADO, I
WILL TRAVEL TO WHEREVER MY SERVICES ARE NEEDED TO HELP
RANCHERS. I WILL ALWAYS DO WHAT IS BEST FOR THE ANIMAL
AND THE OWNER.”
— Bryan K. McDonald, class of 2020
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
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BUILD A BETTER SCHOOL
Public schools face an infrastructure crisis.
Researchers and students collaborate on a big
question: Does your school help you learn? Or does
it make you sick?
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C. Wayne McIlwraith Translational Medicine
Institute faculty discuss the bench-to-bedside
therapy pipeline for all species.
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WALK WITH HOPE
Village women lead a public health initiative
in Nepal with the help of a smartphone app
developed at CSU.
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NEXT GENERATION
I will heal. I will collaborate. I will mentor ... Class of
2019 D.V.M.s share their goals for the future.
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UNDER THE GOGGLES
Virtual reality makes human anatomy more intuitive
for students, patients, and clinicians.

Meet Bryan. He grew up on a cattle ranch in Pueblo,
Colo. He learned about raising livestock during long
truck rides with his grandpa.

$1M

Bryan has worked throughout veterinary school to keep
his student debt as low as possible, so that he can work
in rural Colorado. He also became proficient in Spanish,
so that he can serve a larger clientele. Scholarship
support will help Bryan give back to his community.
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DREAM LAB
Undergraduate research experiences ignite lifelong
passion for science.
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On the cover: Sumina Tamang with her son in Kimtang, Nepal.
Tamang participated in a livestock health initiative and hopes to
eventually open an animal care clinic in her village.

Join us in our Beyond a Billion scholarship goal. Give today.
G I V I N G . C O L O S TAT E . E D U
BEYOND A

Top right: The hilly district of Nuwakot in Nepal is largely
undeveloped. New hydropower stations bring electricity to the
village of Kimtang.
Right: Kirty Krieger found community and a career in virology
through her undergraduate research experiences.
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FROM THE
DEAN

In The Art of Racing in the Rain, a dog named
Enzo says, “You should shine with all of your
light all the time.” Enzo is a wiser dog than I’ll
ever be, so I do my best to follow his advice,
and I think our students do too. Take, for
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example, the first cohort in the University of
Alaska-Fairbanks/CSU Collaborative Veterinary
Program. These 10 students completed two
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24 HOURS
A day in the life of the James L. Voss Veterinary
Teaching Hospital
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HOW WE CARE
The Equine Reproduction Laboratory helped
equestrian Thea Cross preserve the linked legacies
of her father, Dr. Robert Cross (D.V.M., ’64), and her
mare, Excess Karma.

24

CONVERSATION
Pre-med student Aya Ahmad and neuroscientist Dr.
Phillip Quirk discuss consciousness, mind-reading,
and networking.

years of veterinary school in Alaska and then
two years in Colorado. When they graduate
this May, most of them will return to Alaska,
where their skills and knowledge are in high
demand. They will provide rural veterinary
care, respond to wildlife disease outbreaks, and
tackle public health challenges in communities
at the forefront of climate change. I am inspired
by their frontier courage, as I am inspired by all
of the men and women in this magazine. I’ve
heard that Americans are more afraid than ever
before, but that’s not what I see in this college.
The men and women who work and learn here
are dedicated to solving problems that can be
frightening, from emerging diseases to failing
schools, but they shine brightly all of the time,
and in doing so, they illuminate the path
forward to a better future for people, animals,
and the planet. I am thankful for their courage
and their stories.
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STATE OF THE COLLEGE
News and numbers for alumni and friends.

Dr. Mark Stetter

62

FIRST PERSON

Clockwise from top: Chris Clement gives a reindeer a checkup and naps with his newborn twins. Jessica Ladd trains
malamutes and rides snow bikes. Native Alaskans Clement
and Ladd will graduate this May from the University of
Alaska-Fairbanks/CSU Collaborative Veterinary Program.
(Photos provided by Chris Clement and Jessica Ladd.)
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BUNDLE
OF ENERGY
IT TAKES
A LOT TO
GROW A
BABY.

Biomedical sciences Professors Adam Chicco and Elaine Carnevale collaborated
with Professor Tom Chen from the Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering and Rebecca Krisher at the Colorado Center for Reproductive
Medicine to develop a sensor that can measure the energy quality of an egg in
order to better understand what happens in the earliest stages of life.
The project explores egg metabolism in the contexts of aging and obesity and
how changes in mom’s diet can alter this and improve fertility. It’s widely known
that there is a decline in fertility with aging, but the role of egg energy supply in
this decline is unclear.
“There is currently no concrete measure of quality when an IVF clinic selects
the best eggs to use. It’s all based on visual inspection,” Chicco said. “Our team
hopes to develop a test that can provide a signature for a healthy egg, leading to
more successful in vitro fertilization outcomes.”
The sensor could become a standard feature in IVF clinics and might also be
useful in the study of cancers and infectious diseases. ■
– RHEA MAZE

© 2019 Colorado State University
An equal-access and equal-opportunity University
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LEADING
WITH
HEART

“Is there anything
you can’t do
here? Is anyone
here working on
a replacement for
the damn cone?
There’s a Nobel
Prize in that.”

The James L. Voss Veterinary
Teaching Hospital now features a
cardiology operating suite that is the
first of its kind in veterinary medicine.
Known as the Pocket Foundation
Hybrid Cardiac Interventional Suite
– in recognition of the gift from the
foundation that covered a majority
of the expenses – the space offers the
most modern care possible to animal
patients, including high-tech imaging
displayed on high-definition monitors.
“The new operating room has
capabilities that no other veterinary
hospital in the world has,” said
Brian Scansen, an associate professor
in CSU’s Department of Clinical
Sciences. “It’s not the first hybrid
operating room that has been built,
but it is the first in veterinary medicine
that encompasses all of the advanced
imaging capabilities that we have.”
Scansen said the cardiology team
is better equipped to view what’s
inside a patient’s body and to guide
devices to individual structures, such
as the valves around the heart and
arteries. They can now use advanced
fluoroscopy, which is similar to a
moving or real-time X-ray, ultrasound,
and endoscopy. This technology is
mounted on a C-shaped arm, allowing
it to be moved around the operating
table so that clinicians can zero in on
specific parts of a patient’s body. ■

– DAVID LETTERMAN

PHOTO BY JOH N EISELE

David Letterman and Bobby Rahal, owners of Rahal Letterman Lanigan Racing and the One Cure car, tour
the Lucy Oncology Clinic and visit with the oncology staff at the James L. Voss Veterinary Teaching Hospital.

NOBEL PRIZE IN LAUGHS
It sounds like the start of a late-night bit: David Letterman walks into the veterinary
teaching hospital and asks if we are going to fit him with a “cone of shame.” But
this is no joke (although there were plenty of wisecracks). As part of a partnership
with Rahal Letterman Lanigan Racing, Letterman and Indy car legend Bobby Rahal
visited the Robert H. and Mary G. Flint Animal Cancer Center at CSU’s James L.
Voss Veterinary Teaching Hospital in 2018 to learn more about cancer in animals.
“The legacy of these animals who fall prey to cancer, and animals who are treated
in a facility like this – who knows, it may be the key, the piece of the puzzle that
completes the attack on cancer in humans. So that’s something to be hopeful about,”
Letterman said. ■
– KRISTEN BROWNING-BLAS

– MARY GUIDEN

P H OTO BY J O H N E I SE LE
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AWARDS

COMING SOON TO THE
WESTERN SLOPE

EASLEY RECOGNIZED FOR RESEARCH EXCELLENCE
Construction began on Colorado
State University’s Western Colorado
Campus last summer. The Western
Colorado Campus, located at the
University’s existing facility in
Orchard Mesa, will provide residents
of Colorado’s Western Slope with
greater access to CSU resources and
a better opportunity to interact with
the state’s land-grant University.
The campus will house the
Western Slope Veterinary Diagnostic
Laboratory, which will provide
a variety of testing services, with
an emphasis on locally pertinent
diagnostics, such as necropsy
examination of small and large
animals, molecular and serologic
diagnostics, and parasitology. It also
provides handling of samples for all
testing available through the CSU
Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory
system. The laboratory plays an
integral role in ensuring the safety
of food production, diagnosing
zoonotic disease, and supporting the
management, care, and prevention of
diseases in animals. ■
– JENNIFER DIMAS

Dr. Jeremiah Easley, co-director of the Preclinical Surgical Research Laboratory, won the
2018 Zoetis Veterinary Research Excellence Award, which recognizes researchers whose
innovative studies have advanced the scientific standing of veterinary medicine. He gave the
20th annual CVMBS Research Day keynote address about the importance of collaboration
in the workplace.

VETERINARIANS PAY IT FORWARD
D.V.M. alumnae Catherine “Callie” Kuntz and Kayle Austin have been selected as the first
recipients of the Veterinary Education Loan Repayment Program, which was established by
Colorado law in 2017. Through this unique program, graduates of veterinary schools are
eligible for up to $70,000 of student loan repayment over four years while working in areas
of the state experiencing a shortage of veterinary services.

GREEN AND GOLD FOREVER
The CSU Alumni Association honored Dr. Bill Lance, Dr. Norm Jorgensen, and Ann Jorgensen at the annual Distinguished Alumni Awards dinner in October. The Jorgensens made
a gift that created the Jorgensen Laboratories, Inc. Chair in Clinical Sciences, which supports
a faculty position in emergency and critical care at the James L. Voss Veterinary Teaching Hospital. Lance is a wildlife veterinarian and founder of Wildlife Pharmaceuticals Inc., the first
company devoted to the development of specialized pharmaceuticals for nondomestic species.

CSU ALUMNI ON AIR

NEURONS AND NEBULAS

CSU alumni are taking over the animal-themed airwaves. Evan Antin (D.V.M.,
’13) stars in Animal Planet’s new show Evan Goes Wild. The show features
Antin chasing his wildlife bucket list around the world, from sharks in Tahiti
to elephants in Nepal. Antin was named “Sexiest Beast Charmer” by People
Magazine in 2015.
Fox Hollow Animal Hospital in Lakewood, Colo., is the subject of another new
Animal Planet show called Hanging with the Hendersons. The family-owned
practice includes Ryan Henderson (B.S., ’07; M.S., ’08) and Ross Henderson
(B.S., ’11). Their dad, Tony Henderson, opened Fox Hollow in 1996. The
Hendersons went viral in 2017 after the practice posted a Facebook video of
Ross Henderson singing and playing guitar to calm an anxious patient. ■

Colorado State University’s Western Colorado
Campus groundbreaking ceremony in August
2018 signified the beginning of construction for
the University’s new campus.
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Senior neuroscience major, Ben Fixman, was one of 50 students in the nation, and the first
from CSU, to receive a scholarship from the Astronaut Scholarship Foundation, awarded to
undergraduate students conducting research in science, technology, engineering, or mathematics. The foundation was started in 1984 by six surviving members of Project Mercury, the
first crewed spaceflight program in the United States, and is partially supported by astronauts
from the Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, Skylab, Space Shuttle, and Space Station programs.
Top: From left to right,
veterinarians Ross, Anthony,
and Ryan Henderson
as seen on Animal
Planet’s Hanging with the
Hendersons.
Above: Dr. Evan Antin hangs
with an owl on his Animal
Planet series, Evan Goes
Wild. (Photos provided by
Animal Planet)
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VETERINARIAN OF THE YEAR
The Colorado Veterinary Medical Association named Dr. Rebecca Ruch-Gallie the 2018
Veterinarian of the Year at its annual convention in September. Ruch-Gallie is an associate
professor of clinical sciences and has served as service chief for Community Practice at the
James L. Voss Veterinary Teaching Hospital since the service began in 2000.

PASSION FOR ORTHOPEDICS
The Veterinary Orthopedic Society named Dr. Ross Palmer president-elect of the organization. Palmer has ample experience educating veterinarians and mentoring surgery residents
who have received the Mark Bloomberg Excellence in Research award, and is founder of
the Complete Course in External Skeletal Fixation, an intensive orthopedic surgery course
for surgeons and teachers around the world. ■
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DAY
AT THE
VTH
24 HOURS

7:51 a.m.

8:29 a.m.

8:32 a.m.

BY ASHLEY MANWEILER | PHOTOGRAPHY BY KELLEN BAKOVICH
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DAY AT THE VTH

for post-surgery. “You know what I love?
A bacon and egg McGriddle,” Mama says.

7:15 a.m. Dawn at the James L. Voss
Veterinary Teaching Hospital, open 24
hours every day of the year.

10:04 a.m. Dr. Katie Simpson holds
Savannah the goat as veterinary students
Becca Tierce (back) and Jaemi-Lise
Yoshioka (front) perform a routine
checkup on Savannah.

7:51 a.m. Aspen, a 1-year-old dog from
Windsor, Colo., was hit by a car three days
prior and waits for a veterinarian to replace
a bandage on her leg. “She’s the happiest,
most go-lucky dog you’d ever meet,” said
owner Katrina Brunner. “You wouldn’t
even know she was hurt.”
8:29 a.m. Veterinary pharmacist Charleen
Becker starts the day making capsules that
are not commercially available. By the end
of the day, the pharmacy team will fill
around 400 prescriptions.
8:32 a.m. Carol McCloskey puts an ID
collar – similar to a human ID wristband –
on King. In three hours, King will undergo
surgery to close a liver shunt.
9:08 a.m. Fourth-year veterinary student Jen
Kelley cleans Dozer’s teeth while classmate
Valerie Prise monitors anesthesia. Dozer will
have a cleaning, four tooth extractions, and
one root canal during his visit.
9:44 a.m. Veterinary student Sheila Spacek
administers epidural pain medications
before surgery following needle placement
by Dr. Khursheed Mama. Anesthesia staff
Kevin Brewer and Sierra Hightower assist
with horse handling during the procedure.
10:02 a.m. Veterinary technician Sam
Gould shaves Deuce’s jaw for placement
of an arterial catheter to monitor blood
pressure during surgery, while Dr. Mama
records vitals. From outside the room, a
technician takes Mama’s breakfast order
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10:26 a.m. Veterinary student Cassie
Welch gives Wallandro calming muzzle
scratches as veterinary ophthalmologist Dr.
Kathryn Wotman performs an eye exam
on an infected corneal ulcer.
10:57 a.m. Students observe as Dr. Valerie
Moorman performs an arthroscopic
procedure to repair a torn ligament in
Deuce’s leg.
11:03 a.m. An alpaca, nicknamed “Naughty
Scottie” by the large-animal team, waits for
his checkup.
11:14 a.m. Dr. Brian Scansen closes a liver
shunt on King in the hospital’s newest
operating room.
11:40 a.m. Shiloh visits Urgent Care with
an injury he received at a local dog park.
Student Emily Briggs, left, forms a game
plan to close Shiloh’s wound.
11:51 a.m. In Community Practice, Dewey
gets his final checkup from veterinary
student Melissa Ocariz before going home
after neuter surgery. Community Practice
veterinarians and students perform up
to six spays and neuters every day in
addition to more than 20 daily medical
appointments.

struggling to put weight on her foot. The
zoo taught Malaika yoga to help keep her
limber and healthy.
12:44 p.m. Medical Records houses around
750,000 medical records. Terri Ward
handles 300 to 500 invoices every day.
1:10 p.m. The Pocket Foundation Hybrid
Cardiac Interventional Suite has imageguided capabilities that make it unique
in veterinary medicine. The fusion of live
ultrasound and X-rays allows surgeons to
treat complex cardiovascular cases through
less-invasive procedures, such as replacing
cardiac valves through the blood vessels in
the leg.
1:17 p.m. Ruger receives physical therapy
from Sasha Foster to learn how to walk
correctly with a new prosthesis. He had a
partial limb amputation in March 2018.
1:32 p.m. Central Supply staff complete
30 loads of laundry per day. Since many
patients at the hospital are furry, Diane
Williams uses a lint roller to remove the
fur from surgical drapes. Central Supply
is also responsible for surgical instrument
sterilization, delivering freight, and
maintaining inventory.
2:22 p.m. Lily enjoys the sunshine after
surgery to remove a peach pit from her
intestines.
2:37 p.m. Jhoni Sorensen (left) and Emily
Janik (right) give 11-year-old Annie
chemotherapy to treat sarcoma of the
spleen. Unlike humans, dogs do not lose
their hair during chemotherapy. ■

12:03 p.m. Dr. Matt Johnston visits the
Cheyenne Mountain Zoo to perform
an ultrasound on the foot of Malaika, a
33-year-old African elephant who was
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Loyal
Morning walks, hikes, and Saturday morning snuggles.
Keep him at your side with the best in veterinary medicine.

#proudtobe
CLASS OF 2019

JOSHUA MULL Veterinary Medicine
JOEL HELBLING Veterinary Medicine

My experiences at CSU have been second to none. I’ve been
involved in a wide variety of experiences from advanced smallanimal surgeries to equine ambulatory work. I’ve worked with
some of the most skilled clinicians in their respective fields and
with the most advanced diagnostic tools available. I plan to
head back to northern Nevada and own a small-animal practice
while doing large-animal ambulatory work.

The most important lesson I have learned at CSU is
the importance of work-life balance. I can be trail
running with classmates within minutes of leaving
the teaching hospital. Those runs in the mountains
with friends have provided an opportunity to
recharge and take care of myself so that I
can take better care of my patients. After
graduation, I plan to live in a mountain town
so that I can work as a veterinarian and
spend plenty of time on the trails with my
dog. Fort Collins and the people in the
veterinary program will forever hold a
special place in my heart!
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VALENTINE MATONGOH Microbiology

BETH PLENTL Environmental Health

I researched species-specific biomarkers for opportunistic
pathogens such as M. tuberculosis, M. avium, and M.
abscessus. These biomarkers can be used for rapid diagnosis
to improve treatment. I am thankful for the tremendous support
I received from my adviser and faculty members at CSU. They
made college easier to navigate and helped me succeed.

I majored in environmental health with a double minor of
chemistry and food safety and science, and I was on the
women’s Division I soccer team. This University has blessed me
with a great education and the opportunity to play the sport I
love. I am proud to be a Ram and am forever grateful for the
wonderful relationships I have had with faculty and students.
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KATIE BROWN
Biomedical Sciences
When I was a freshman, I did
everything with the ultimate
goal of winning over every
medical school I applied to. I did
more research, volunteering,
and extracurriculars than I can
count, breaking myself for all
the wrong reasons. When I realized this, I stopped everything
and re-evaluated my motivations. Now, I’m involved in our
anatomy outreach program, I
teach, and I speak to students
about facing failure and learning
how to learn. I do everything
because I love helping and challenging the people around me.

SARA HANNEMAN Environmental Health

Every summer, I immersed myself in research, from mapping the
anatomical circuitry of the fly brain at Howard Hughes Medical
Institute to working in the field of artificial intelligence alongside
engineers and neurocognitive scientists in the Applied Research
Lab at Penn State University. I plan on practicing medicine and
studying the brain from a variety of perspectives.

I lead outdoor programs through the Campus Recreation
Center. I guide backpacking, hiking, climbing, and backcountry
skiing trips. I’ve interacted with hundreds of students from all
over the country and the world, and developed my leadership
and risk management skills. I love inspiring others to get outside
and create their own adventures.

TORY NELSON Veterinary Medicine

MEGAN KELLEY Veterinary Medicine

BEN FIXMAN Neuroscience

I spent my first two years of veterinary school at the University
of Alaska-Fairbanks as part of the UAF/CSU Collaborative
Veterinary Program. At UAF, I worked with racing sled dogs,
Alaskan wildlife, musk ox, and reindeer. These four years have
been demanding, exhausting, rewarding, and fulfilling. My
colleagues at CSU and UAF are like family and have supported
me when I needed it most.

Two words describe my experience at CSU: great mentorship.
The personalized guidance that I’ve received from Phil Quirk,
director of the undergraduate neuroscience program, and
James Bamburg, professor emeritus in the Department of
Biochemistry, have been instrumental in my success. Faculty
make CSU a special place.

20

JORDAN DUNLAP Neuroscience
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On Day One, they told us to keep an open mind to all the possibilities veterinary medicine has to offer. That was the best advice
I ever received. Long before vet school, I was a swimmer. I earned four varsity letters on Yale University’s NCAA Division I team. I
hung up my goggles at the end of my collegiate career and immediately began longing for a way back into the water. I took that
first day’s advice to heart and wondered if fish needed veterinarians. My mentors led me to Aquavet, an aquatic animal medicine
summer program. I enrolled and studied crustacean farming at Roger Williams University, diagnosed pregnancy in a spotted eagle
ray at the Georgia Aquarium, learned dolphin ultrasound technique in Mexico, and – most importantly – found my calling. CSU
fostered my curiosity and drive to learn new things. I am working toward becoming a doctor of all things aquatic, melding my
passion for animal care with my love of the water. I’m glad I kept an open mind.

IMPACT
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HOW WE CARE

heart attack in 2012.
“Dad would do anything for an animal,” Cross says. “All-nighters, sleeping
in stalls with animals, waking up at 2 in
the morning to go on a call. The animal
was always first.”
Cross was in Wyoming making funeral
arrangements when she learned that her
favorite horse, Excess Karma, had badly injured her left front leg by dropping
through an underground culvert.
“They asked what I wanted to do,”
Cross says. “I knew that I had to do everything I could for her. I couldn’t lose
both my father and Karma. It was a really hard day.”
Cross took Karma to Ted Vlahos at
Sheridan Equine Hospital in Sheridan,
Wyo. Karma was a good candidate for
a prosthesis. Dr. Vlahos performed amputation surgery on Karma’s leg the next
day and fitted her for a custom prosthetic
device.

Against all odds
Equine trainer Thea Cross believes her colts Shotgun and Donut will excel at campdrafting, cutting, reining, polo, and
polocrosse. They are the product of a successful embryo transfer completed at Colorado State University.

Good Karma
A daughter’s love lives on in miracle foals

BY ASHLEY MANWEILER | PHOTOGRAPHY BY WILLIAM A. COTTON

“I believe that what goes around comes around,” says Thea
Cross, an equine trainer at Black Bluffs Equestrian Center in
Nebraska, as she walks across a pasture to check on two foals.
“Everything I’ve built is for these foals. I believe that dreams
come true and legacies live on.”
Shotgun and Donut represent the intertwined legacies of Excess Karma, a horse that lived with a prosthetic leg for six years,
and Cross’s father, Dr. Robert Cross, who graduated from veterinary school at Colorado State University in 1964 and practiced
veterinary medicine in Wyoming until he had an unexpected

22

Karma lived with her prosthetic leg for
six years. At the end of 2016, her health
began to decline. Cross called equine
reproduction expert Dr. Patrick McCue
at the Colorado State University Equine
Reproduction Laboratory in early 2018
to discuss breeding Karma.
“‘The mare has a prosthetic leg.’ That’s
all I heard on the initial phone call,” McCue says. “The challenge became a bit
more daunting when we were informed
that the semen was frozen and limited to
two doses, and that the owner wanted to
use her own horses as the recipients of
embryo transfers.”
Equine Reproduction Laboratory veterinarians track the reproductive cycle
of their recipient mares, or surrogate
horses that carry another horse’s foal, to
ensure precise timing for embryo transfer. Timing is everything, and can result
in better odds of the recipient mare be-
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coming pregnant. The CSU
equine team had not tracked
the ovulation of Cross’s mares
before, meaning McCue and
his team had to hope Cross’s
mares were in heat at the same
time as Karma. Furthermore,
frozen semen often results in
a lower pregnancy rate when
compared to unfrozen semen.

“Love is very
painful. I tried
to give her the
best life I could,
until I couldn’t
anymore.”
McCue was unsure whether
Karma, whose condition was
worsening, was even capable
of becoming pregnant, but
he wanted to try. The never-say-never attitude is true
to his resolute and caring disposition. “We all felt like we
needed to try to help Thea,”
McCue says.
Cross brought Karma to the
Equine Reproduction Laboratory on April 26, 2017, and an
exam revealed the 10-year-old
horse remarkably had normal
reproductive function. McCue
and his team worked quickly
and patiently with Karma over
the next three weeks. She was
a unique patient who required
prosthetic cleaning and dressing daily from a team of staff
led by then-resident Melissa
Prell.
Ultimately, the CSU team
produced three successful
embryos ready to transfer to
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Cross’s recipient mares. By the
end of May, Cross had two
pregnant recipient mares carrying Karma’s foals.
Three weeks later, Karma
was gently and humanely euthanized, surrounded by her
eight-member care team from
CSU. “We walked Karma
out of her stall, doted on her,
groomed her, said our goodbyes,” McCue says. “It was very
quiet, and she was surrounded
by people who loved her.”
Cross finds peace in knowing she did everything she
could for the horse that gave
her all. “Love is very painful.
I tried to give her the best life
I could until I couldn’t anymore,” Cross says. “I wanted
to carry her legacy on, and
then let her go.”

take the foal to CSU’s James
L. Voss Veterinary Teaching Hospital for specialized
care. Upon arrival, Dr. Yvette
Nout-Lomas discovered that
the new colt suffered from
neonatal maladjustment syndrome, resulting from the inadequate transfer of nutrients
and oxygen from the mare to
the foal during gestation.
“This delay in the first critical hours to days puts these
foals at a great risk for developing other life-threatening
issues,” Nout-Lomas says.
Nout-Lomas and the equine
team treated the foal with IV
fluid therapy and anti-inflammatory medication, as well
as a feeding tube and plasma

“He’s doing great,” Cross
says. “He’s independent but
likes hanging out around people. I think it’s because he was
around people so much when
he was born.”
Cross, who trains performance and show horses, has
big plans for her two colts.
The semen used in the embryo transfer comes from
a talented Australian stock
horse who played polocrosse
and has won in campdrafting,
cutting, and reining.
“The dream is to have a universal horse for campdrafting,
cutting, reining, jumping,
polo, and polocrosse. I think
that’s what Karma’s foals are,
dreams coming true,” Cross

Age of miracles
Karma’s first foal, Shotgun,
was born April 28, 2018. He
was a big, healthy bay colt. Two
weeks later, the second recipient mare delivered, but the foal
was unable to nurse. The malnourished colt was so underweight that each rib protruded.
He had trouble holding his
head up, and showed signs of
oxygen deficit to his brain.
“I tried to get him up and
going, but he wouldn’t,” Cross
says. “I called Dr. McCue and
he told me I had better be on
the road.”
Cross immediately drove
the new colt three hours to the
Equine Reproduction Laboratory. After an initial exam,
McCue recommended Cross

Excess Karma lived with a prosthetic hoof for six years. Drs. Patrick McCue and Melissa
Prell cared for her at CSU’s Equine Reproduction Laboratory.

transfusion. All the while,
McCue held the colt in his
lap. The colt remained in the
hospital for one week until he
recovered and returned home
with Cross.

says. “I want to see these colts
grow, and see how far they can
go and the amazing things we
can do together.”
It’s a big dream, but Karma
is on her side. ■
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“I get to help
people achieve their
goals. What could be
better than that?”

Conversation
Aya Ahmad & Phillip Quirk

PHOTO BY KELL EN BA KOV ICH

Philip Quirk earned a psychology degree from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee before completing a master’s
degree and Ph.D. in behavioral neuroscience at Colorado State University. Quirk taught neuropharmacology at the
Indiana University School of Medicine, and undergraduate courses in psychology and medical sciences. He also
worked with a small team of colleagues to create the interdisciplinary Human Biology Program at Indiana University
and served as its assistant director for five years. Quirk returned to CSU in 2014 to become the adviser and director
of the undergraduate neuroscience program.

AA: What area of neuroscience really fascinates you?
PQ: The idea of self, specifically the perception of self. We
have a good understanding of how sensations are transduced and
what structures are necessary for converting sensations into perceptions, but exactly how sensations are integrated and convert-
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PQ: The power to read minds. Of
course, there are some fun things you
could do with that at cocktail parties, but
what would really be neat is to be able to
witness firsthand the private mental experiences of people with altered thought
processes as the result of mental illness
or injury. I’m not a clinician, but I can
imagine that sort of insight could provide entirely new perspectives that could
be the basis for more effective treatments.
Of course, if you couldn’t turn the power
off at will, that could be problematic.
AA: What do you enjoy about your job?
PQ: I get to help people achieve their
goals. What could be better than that?
Sometimes, I even help them figure
out what those goals are, which usually
amounts to listening to them and asking
questions. Often, a student will leave my
office saying, “I was so stressed, and I feel a
lot better now.” That really makes my day.

AA: What are your goals for the undergraduate neuroscience program?
PQ: In the short term, we’re trying
to build a more diverse student population. We make special efforts to support students from underrepresented
populations, first-generation students,
veterans, and those who are economically disadvantaged. I’m working on a
grant to fund some research positions for
underrepresented students. Engaging in
undergraduate research helps underrepresented students persist to graduation
and gain graduate school positions, but
they often don’t take those opportunities
because they have to work off campus.
This grant would provide paid lab positions with structured mentoring to help
students get to grad school. Long term,
we hope to increase our visibility on the
national level, strengthen our neuroscience outreach initiatives, and increase
our service projects in the community.

AA: If you were to give only one
piece of advice to a CVMBS student,
what would it be?
PQ: Engage. Study in groups, engage
with faculty, meet with your adviser, join
student organizations. Just get involved!
Look for co-curricular activities that
deepen your connection with your major and your courses. Do research in a
lab, or get a part-time job that is relevant
to your major. Connecting with others
and building your networking skills is
the best way to ensure success, both academically and after graduation.
AA: Do you have a secret talent?
PQ: It’s not really a secret, and it’s
probably a stretch to call it a talent because I’m not very good, but people
might be surprised to learn that I play
guitar. It’s a great way to relax. ■

ed into an idea of self is unclear. What is consciousness and how
does that lead to an idea of self? The answer lies at the interface
of neuroscience and metaphysics, a space I’m not smart enough
to spend too much time in, but it’s really cool to think about.
Aya Ahmad is a cell and
molecular neuroscience major
on a pre-med track.

AA: If you could have any superpower what would it be?
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TO BUILD A
BETTER STUDENT,

BUILD A

BETTER SCHOOL
Students and researchers draft a new plan
for healthy schools
BY SARAH RYAN | PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOHN EISELE

O

n a sunny winter morning, 52 fourth-graders pour noisily into a classroom at
Colorado State University. They have spent nearly two hours on a bus to travel
from STEM Lab, an elementary school in Northglenn, Colo., to the Fort Collins
campus, and they are buzzing with pent-up energy. For most of them, this is
their first time in a college classroom. If the day goes as planned, they will leave inspired to
attend college and study science.
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Professor Sheryl Magzamen gets Colorado fourth-graders excited about environmental health by lighting things on fire. During the
hands-on lab, students learned how to measure carbon dioxide and particulate matter.

So, how do you get
9-year-olds excited about
science?		
“We’re going to light things
on fire!” says Sheryl Magzamen, associate professor of
epidemiology in the College
of Veterinary Medicine and
Biomedical Sciences.
The students cheer. It’s a
good start to a busy morning. In hands-on labs, the
students will learn how to
calibrate instruments, how
to measure indoor air quality, how to take accurate
notes, and how to dilute a
sample for a bacterial assay.
Not only are they learning how to act like scientists, they are also learning
how to think like scien-
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“I like being in the
community. It’s
the mission of
CSU. We want to
take our campus
knowledge and
translate it for
the benefit of the
state’s citizens.”
SHERYL MAGZAMEN

tists – like epidemiologists.
Magzamen leads the students through a brainstorm
about everything in the environment that might im-

pact their health, from cars,
roads, and air pollution, to
rivers, trees, and sunlight.
These fourth-graders are
learning to think about
relationships, to move
from the concrete to the
abstract, to connect inputs
to outcomes, and to make
inferences, all so they can
help Magzamen and her
colleagues answer a very
big question:
Does your school help
you learn? Or does it make
you sick?

A national crisis
Public schools in the
United States face an infrastructure crisis that affects the health and per-

formance of 50 million
children and more than
3 million teachers. The
average student spends
1,000 hours a year in a
classroom, and the average public school building
is more than 50 years old.
In 2013, public schools
needed an estimated $197
billion for repairs and renovations. For decades to
come, municipalities and
taxpayers will face difficult
choices as they invest in
aging buildings and build
new schools.
At Colorado State University, a multidisciplinary
research team called Sustainable Places, Health
and Educational Research
in Schools aims to help
schools and their stakeholders make the best
possible choices for generations of students and
teachers. The SPHEReS
team consists of researchers from four disciplines,
including Magzamen.
“We know this school
ecosystem is super complex, and we are not going
to be able to tackle every
issue, but one of the awesome things about schools
is that these are collective
community investments,”
Magzamen says. “No one
is going to argue we should
have bad schools. It’s something we can all agree is important. And that makes it a
good place to do research.”
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SPHEReS has partnered with
Adams 12 Schools north of Denver to examine the impact of school
environment on occupant health
and performance. Funded by the
Environmental Protection Agency,
the Healthy Schools project is truly innovative: it’s the first time that
epidemiologists, sociologists, economists, and sustainability experts
have collaborated at this scale to
address this question.

is nearing the end of its functional
lifespan, and, in 2016, voters passed
a bond to fund $350 million for
school infrastructure.

Where problems meet
solutions

At three schools – STEM Lab,
STEM Launch, and Northglenn
High School – teachers have embraced the Healthy Schools project
by embedding it in Problem-Based
Learning, a teaching
method that empowers
students to solve real-world problems.
“Our students wrestle with complex problems and come up with
their own solutions.
The fact that their work
is really science hooks
them,” says Mathis
Santella, a fourth-grade
teacher at STEM Lab.
“They are naturally curious, and we leverage
that curiosity. During
problem-based learning, the kids will go
and change what’s happening in their family
and will come back
and make connections. They think they
are capable of making
change in the world
STEM Lab students experience a variety of scientific processes by
around them. There’s a
performing an assay to measure bacteria concentrations.
problem? Go and find
a solution.”
STEM Lab is the ideal setting for
Adams 12 is an excellent partner
the Healthy Schools project. The
for the Healthy Schools project. The
students and teachers were already
school district reflects the nation’s
challenges: it’s urban, it’s growing
familiar with community-based rerapidly, it’s economically and ethnisearch, and the facilities were reprecally diverse, its core building stock
sentative of the national school infra-
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THE HEALTHY
SCHOOLS PROJECT
INTEGRATES FOUR
TYPES OF DATA.

Building report cards that include indoor
environmental and air quality before and after
renovations in nine schools

Eight years of student health and performance
records that track 140,000 children as they move
between old, new, and retrofitted buildings

Teacher health and performance surveys

Student engagement in
community-based research
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THE SPHEReS TEAM
Department of Environmental and
Radiological Health Sciences

Institute for the Built
Environment

Department of Agricultural and
Resource Economics

Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering

Sheryl Magzamen
Stephen Reynolds
Joshua Schaeffer

Jennifer Cross
Brian Dunbar
Jen Schill

Dale Manning
Jordan Suter

Ellison Carter

MAKE AN

structure problem. The original 1968 building needed extensive

From failure to justice

renovations, including a new roof, water main, and HVAC sys-

Science can be a messy process – for students and adults.
The CSU team has run into countless obstacles, like building
closures and malfunctioning equipment. Their fourth-grade
counterparts are also learning how to adapt to challenges.
But Tracey Wise-Calderon, the STEM coordinator at
STEM Lab, believes failure is essential to the learning process:
“We build in opportunities to completely fail. The kids might
come up with a solution and take it to an expert and that
person will challenge their idea. They become better critical
thinkers and questioners through this process. They want to
hurry up and fail so they know what to fix.”
The fourth-graders will wrap up their project this spring,
but the SPHEReS team has a long road ahead of them. They
will collect and analyze two more years of data, and they anticipate publishing at least a dozen scientific articles. Their
research will help schools and municipalities make smart decisions about healthy learning environments for decades to
come. Ultimately, it could be a significant chapter in the story
of environmental justice.
Magzamen is pragmatically hopefully about the impact of
the Healthy Schools project: “We know from research that so
much of school achievement is tied to parent class and education. We don’t have a great chance of fixing that, but we can
make sure that kids and teachers have healthy learning and
work environments. If kids get sick at school, if they’re tired,
if they can’t concentrate because of light or noise, then they’re
just not going to be good learners.” ■
					

tem, plus they needed more room to accommodate the growing
magnet school. The district added a new wing in 2018 and then
renovated the 1968 structure. The fourth-graders looked at the
school’s indoor air quality and carbon footprint, as well as the
affective impact of their learning environment.			

“We can make sure that kids and
teachers have healthy learning and
work environments. If kids get sick
at school, if they’re tired, if they can’t
concentrate because of light or
noise, then they’re just not going to
be good learners.”
SHERYL MAGZAMEN

“We have data collected by the CSU team before and after
construction, and we’re collecting our own data. We don’t
know yet what the students are producing in this unit. Usually, they figure it out,” Santella explains. “The teachers are
not the owners of the knowledge. We’re more like the bumpers in a bowling lane.”
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MAN’S BEST
FRIEND
Translational Medicine Institute accelerates
bench-to-bedside therapies for all species
BY KRISTEN BROWNING-BLAS | PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOHN EISELE

A

goofy poodle named Gus is making an immortal contribution to human and animal
health. Gus belongs to Dr. Steve Dow and his wife, Robyn Elmslie, but stem
cells from his skin will someday belong to the world.

“The lab is full of Gus cells right now. He’s everywhere,” says Dow, scratching the dog’s
shaggy head.
Dow directs the Center for Immune and Regenerative Medicine at CSU’s C. Wayne McIlwraith
Translational Medicine Institute. Dow’s team has adapted a new technology that reprograms
adult cells into pluripotent stem cells, which can behave like embryonic stem cells.

Gus contributes skin cells to
Dr. Steven Dow’s regenerative
medicine research at CSU’s
Translational Medicine Institute.
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C. WAYNE MCILWRAITH
TRANSLATIONAL MEDICINE INSTITUTE
The Translational Medicine Institute is a big new building on CSU’s south campus; but more
than that, it’s a big idea named for a big personality, Dr. C. Wayne McIlwraith, the pioneering
equine orthopaedic surgeon whose name is on the marquee.
Thanks to McIlwraith’s relationships with donors John and Leslie Malone and Princess Abigail
Kawananakoa of Hawaii, the ideas and accomplishments that define the CSU professor’s
life’s work have a permanent home in the 130,000-square-foot building, part of a $77.8 million
project in the Veterinary Health Complex on CSU’s South Campus.

“It takes only a small snippet of skin tissue, and with the right
technology you can reprogram the cells to become immortal,”
Dow says. “Then, those cells can be driven to become whatever
cell type you want them to be – retinal cells, blood vessel cells,
muscle cells, reproductive cells, white blood cells. They can be
put into a patient to replace defective cells and treat many ailments, from arthritis to wound infections.”
Scientists don’t often speak in such terms, but Dow thinks the potential is “unlimited” in terms of replacing unhealthy tissues or
reprogramming your own cells to become healthy again.
“It’s really the future of regenerative medicine,” Dow says. “And
we think that dogs can play a big role in showing the safety of
the cells, and their efficacy in treating spontaneous diseases. That’s
a big step. The dog is a more realistic model than mice in terms
of immune responses and the diseases dogs develop. The ultimate
goal is to move from dogs to people. We’re a few years off from
human trials, but it’s a powerful new technology, and as it matures
it will transform medicine.”

Kristen Browning-Blas: Dr. McIlwraith has defined “translational medicine” as “the use of basic laboratory research, preclinical
research in vivo, and clinical examination that leads to patient
success – with what we learn in animals often translating into
improved medical treatment in humans.” What does “translational
medicine” mean to you?
Terry Opgenorth: Biology is biology across the comparative spectrum of animals to humans. Like humans, horses eat, poop, run,
jump, they have joints, they have bones, they have muscle. What
you learn on one side translates to the other.
Dr. Valerie Johnson: It starts with an idea. We test a few things
out in the lab and then we decide if it can safely be given to an
animal. If that works, could it be moved into humans?

“I take the biggest
problems that I
see in the clinic
and research
those in my lab.
Then we take
the best of what
we find in the
lab into clinical
studies.”
DR. LAURIE GOODRICH

Dr. David Twedt: It can go the other way, too. Some things from
human medicine have been adapted to veterinary medicine.

TMI Roundtable

Dr. Dave Frisbie: There’s a classic ‘benchtop to bedside’ process in medical research. We’ve expanded it to ‘benchtop to
barn to bedside.’

Dow and a few of his colleagues at the Translational Medicine Institute got together to “translate” what takes place in the building,
which will celebrate its grand opening on May 6.

Dr. Steven Dow: We develop cell-based therapies to treat a
variety of diseases in animals and humans. For us, it means
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moving that from the lab into the clinic in a timely and efficient manner.
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Browning-Blas: From the theoretical to the practical?
Dow: Yeah, reducing it to reality, to practicality. Because we are doing research in companion animals
with naturally occurring disease, it validates the results for human trials. There are closer similarities
between humans and dogs than between humans and mice. If it works in dogs, it’s much more likely
to work in humans.
John Kisiday, Ph.D.: I’m doing basic research to learn about the fundamentals of cells. I’m an
engineer, so I think about how cells behave and ways to convince cells to rebuild tissue. I think
about cell-based strategies for repairing tissue, and I look for ways to translate that into animals
using engineering methods.
Browning-Blas: So you have a bad knee. How do you convince the cells to do what you want?
Kisiday: You look for the right formula to redirect the cells to do something they aren’t doing.
You look for ways to convince them to do a certain job, and from there, to do it in a manner
that works clinically. Then I can say to Laurie, ‘this is what I can do, and this is what I think you
could do with it.’
Dr. Laurie Goodrich: Some of the most common things I see are joint disease, joint injuries,
and broken bones. My goal is to get those to heal quickly before other complications occur.
Hopefully, because the similarities between horses and people are so strong, what we learn from
our equine clinical patients almost directly applies to humans as well. I work a lot with M.D.s
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WHO’S WHO
KRISTEN BROWNING-BLAS
Communications Director,
College of Veterinary Medicine
and Biomedical Sciences
DR. STEVEN DOW
Professor of Immunology,
Director of the Center for Immune
and Regenerative Medicine
DR. DAVE FRISBIE
Professor of Equine Surgery,
Director of Operations,
Translational Medicine Institute
DR. LAURIE GOODRICH
Professor of Orthopedics,
Equine Surgeon

Browning-Blas: It feels like this physical space expresses the big ideas within. How is the
building going to contribute to the work?
Twedt: The architects did a great job of designing the space so people can talk and
exchange ideas.

Browning-Blas: So what does “translational” mean in the context of diagnostic imaging?

Dow: Yeah, you get people together and they start talking. That’s how it happens.
Humans are still social animals. The café is probably the best meeting place of all.
You’re relaxed, there’s food. You’ve got no agenda, you’re just trying to get lunch.

Kawcak: It directly translates
between species because diagnostic imaging is used clinically in veterinary and human
patients, so if we can see on an
MRI for instance, that one of
Laurie’s therapies is effective,
that translates over to the human side, because MRI is the
diagnostic outcome of choice
to see whether something is
working or not.
If Laurie has a new cartilage
replacement technique and they
want to know if it’s working,
you’ve got to be able to demonstrate using common diagnostic
techniques like MRI, that you
see improvement.
For two reasons: one is to
make sure that it is something
that is reasonable to continue
The C. Wayne McIlwraith Translational Medicine Institute benefits humans and animals by encouraging collaboration between
to explore, but also from a reguresearchers such as Drs. Wayne McIlwraith and Laurie Goodrich.
latory standpoint. They FDA is
going to want to see those outTwedt: Our goal is to change the paradigm of postgraduate
come parameters, because those results will translate over to
learning.
the human side. They want to show safety and efficacy, and one
way they do that is through diagnostic imaging.
Kawcak: We can use diagnostic imaging – X-ray, ultrasound,
MRI, CT, PET imaging – to measure if biologics and translaBrowning-Blas: This is complicated stuff. What’s your elevator
tional therapies actually work.
speech?

Johnson: John Kisiday is across the hall and he was looking at what I was doing,
and he goes, ‘you should try this,’ and he gives me one of his three-decker flasks
and shows me how to use it and put some cells on there. There are great little
insights being around other people who are doing the same thing and having the
chance to chat.
Browning-Blas: Serendipitous meetings yield insights that you wouldn’t have had
otherwise. How will those insights benefit humans and animals?

DR. VALERIE JOHNSON
Postdoctoral Research Fellow

Frisbie: We deal with the same problems, just different species. If we can solve the
problem in one species, it can be applied to the other.

DR. CHRIS KAWCAK
Professor of Orthopedics,
Equine Surgeon, Co-director of
Diagnostic Imaging, Translational
Medicine Institute

Opgenorth: Product development is our mission. Discoveries made by scientists
in the labs at CSU are important. To make them impactful for patients, we need
to turn them into a product or service that the patient experiences directly. For
example, you’ve got a new cell therapy that repairs damage to the cartilage and
joints, and we turn that into a cell-therapy product used to treat joint disease in
animal and human patients.

JOHN KISIDAY, PH.D.
Bioengineer and Orthopaedic
Research Center faculty member
DR. MICHAEL LAPPIN
Professor of Infectious Disease
and Director of the Center for
Companion Animal Studies
TERRY OPGENORTH
Executive Director, CSU Ventures
Launchpad
DR. DAVID TWEDT
Professor of Small Animal Internal
Medicine, Associate Director of
Continuing Education
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Opgenorth: We are looking for research outcomes that we can
make into a product that has impact in veterinary or human
medicine, either way.

Dr. Chris Kawcak: For MRI, we’ve been constrained because
the procedure takes so long. We couldn’t really afford to have
horses under anesthesia for long. With the new MRI, the procedure is very fast, and we now have the capability to go directly from the MRI to the OR to treat the problem.

who are seeing the same injuries in their patients as we are in horses. Our research
feeds off one another.

Goodrich: When I started vet school, a wise man told me it takes 20 to 30 years
for a good idea to get to market, and that has not changed very much. It’s almost
worse now. That’s too long! When we begin with the end in mind and use the great
minds we have here, from people like John on the basic science side, the radiologists on the imaging side, the translational scientists that help mold the idea and
then put it into animals, and then work with the M.D.s who work with people, it
hopefully will cut that time in several halves.
Twedt: In the continuing education world, it’s going to be significant. What we
teach at the TMI isn’t learned in just four years of vet school. We are elevating
veterinary medicine.
Browning-Blas: The people are the most important ingredient in the TMI, but what
about the equipment and technology? Are we breaking boundaries there?
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Lappin: We try to make sick animals well and improve the
lives of their owners. We do that through making new tests to
diagnose illnesses and new treatments – vaccines and immunotherapies – to lessen illness.
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Goodrich: I’m an equine surgeon half the time and a scientist half
the time, so one drives the other for me. I take the biggest problems that I see in the clinic and research those in my lab. Then we
take the best of what we find in the lab into clinical studies.

That’s a long elevator ride. ■
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Walk with Hope,
and Never Walk Alone
Village women lead rural health advances in Nepal
BY RHEA MAZE | PHOTOGRAPHY BY NARENDRA SHRESTHA
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cows and buffalo that occurred in the Nuwakot District. Because of the rapid reporting system, officials were able to immediately start vaccinations to control the
outbreak.
Over the course of the project, the women’s communities began to look to
them as leaders who could provide valuable guidance for dealing with sick livestock. Tamang often found herself in the position of being asked for advice or
prescriptions that she could not give.
“As the villagers’ expectations grew, many of the women felt the need to learn
more,” Shakya said.
In addition to serving as the official reporters for animal health in their communities, the women received trainings on livestock disease identification and
prevention. The project also provided livestock health outreach programs in
schools to spark interest and engagement among local youth.
“The women took pride in their work and earned a great deal of trust and

S
Clockwise from top: Livestock
and agriculture are the primary
economic activities in Kimtang,
a village of 80 households in
the hilly Nuwakot District of
Nepal. Sumina Tamang used
a smartphone app developed
by Professor Richard Bowen to
monitor livestock health in her
village and help prevent
disease outbreaks in Nepal.
Tamang checks her goat herd
for signs of disease. Project
co-leader Renu Shakya (far
right) recruited and trained 15
women who served as animal
health reporters for their
communities.
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to improve the detection and control of livestock diseases in rural areas.
“Seventy percent of all livestock-related
work in Nepal is carried out by women,”
said Renu Shakya, a Kathmandu-based researcher, lecturer at Tribhuvan University,
and co-leader of the project. “Nepal depends
heavily on livestock production for food security and livelihoods, and there is a need
for better livestock health in many of these
remote villages.”

70%

IMPACT

Flip the status quo
The idea for the project originally came from
Bowen’s time as the director of a USAID livestock innovation lab, which frequently sent
him to work in Nepal. He learned that the
government was often unaware when livestock
outbreaks occurred, particularly in rural areas
where veterinary care is lacking.
“Most countries, including the U.S., have a
top-down model for controlling disease where
government authorities are the ones who monitor things,” Bowen said. “The idea with this
project was to flip that and try a bottom-up
approach.”
“The Nepali government loves the system
and wants us to scale it up,” Bowen said. “It
was very successful, but there is more work to
be done. We now need to work on the response
infrastructure.”
Bowen and his USAID collaborators are currently looking for partners to help support the
continuation and expansion of the project and
would like to eventually see the system used in
other countries as well.
“This was a very important project and we
need more of them,” Shakya said. “When
women are empowered and serving their communities at the same time, it benefits the entire
country.” ■

umina Tamang rose before dawn to
take her goats out to graze on a hilly
green pasture. On the way home, she
stopped by a neighbor’s house to check on a
cow that was limping and acting lethargic.
Empower and educate
After noting its symptoms and chatting with
The project recruited 15 women from difthe owner, Tamang entered her observations
ferent villages scattered throughout the disand the GPS coordinates into an app on her
tricts of Nuwakot and Dhading in Nepal and
smartphone. She snapped a few photos betrained them to use a smartphone app defore submitting the entry to Nepal’s Departsigned by Bowen. The women
ment of Livestock Services.
used the app to contribute to
Tamang’s high-tech reporta rapid reporting and response
ing is a lifesaving revolution
network for livestock disease
in a rural economy where
outbreaks in rural areas. They
roughly 87 percent of houseof
all
livestockall owned livestock and ranged
holds keep some form of livestock. Tamang reported on the
related work in in age from 20 to 30 years old.
livestock health of her entire
Nepal is done Most of them already had their
own smartphones and were able
village of Kimtang, which inby
women
to quickly learn and become facludes about 80 households in
miliar with the app’s software.
Nepal’s Nuwakot District, as
The hugely successful yearlong pilot project,
part of a project led by biomedical sciences
which ended in Spring 2018, generated 1,042
Professor Richard Bowen and funded by the
disease reports and led to the quick control of
United States Agency for International Dea major hemorrhagic septicemia outbreak in
velopment. The project empowered women

2019

respect from their communities,” Shakya said.
“All of them have asked me when they can start
reporting again.”
Tamang’s experience with the project led
her to begin formal training as a village animal
health worker. She hopes to eventually open a
small animal care clinic in Kimtang.
“This project has been very beneficial for me
and my community,” Tamang says. “It inspired
me to pursue education, so that I can prescribe
basic medications to farmers in my community and help them get quick treatment for their
sick animals.”
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UNDER
THE
KNIFE s
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G
In the Human Virtual
Anatomy Project, the living
teach the living.
BY RHEA MAZE

Goggles on, I stuck my head inside a patient’s chest
and looked around as his lungs moved rhythmically
with each breath. The image, made up of 10 CT
scans taken in succession, was on display in three
dimensions, plus the fourth dimension of time. If I were
this patient’s surgeon, one of the infinite things I could
do is measure the exact distance his lungs move when
he breathes to find the best place to operate.
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“For the first time ever, we can pull up any research or
medical image, such as a CT or MRI scan, and in less than
a minute be walking around inside of it,” said Tod Clapp,
an assistant professor in the Department of Biomedical
Sciences and head of its human anatomy program.
His team’s groundbreaking Human Virtual Anatomy Project, developed in 2017, is on a mission to revolutionize
medical education. Along the way, it’s become apparent
that it can do far more than that, and the team comes up
with new ideas every day.

stripping away layers of skin, muscle, and bone to walk
through heart valves or follow the path of brain signals.
And one of the program’s most powerful tools is its capacity to have multiple people interact in the same virtual
space at the same time, providing endless opportunities
for students, teachers, clinicians, and researchers across
the world to collaborate, teach, and learn.

THE LIVING TEACH THE LIVING
“When we talk about the program, people always ask,
‘Can you put it on a screen?’” Clapp said. “The answer is
yes, but that would eliminate what virtual reality
is. Seeing structure in two
dimensions is never as
informative as seeing it in
three. We cannot fully explain the impact until they
put the goggles on.”

PH OTO BY JOH N EISELE

And once they put the
goggles on, it’s hard to
get them to take them
off. Three- and four-dimensional visualization
and the ability to add and
remove layers is not only
very informative, it’s also
mesmerizing. Clinicians
report they’ve never seen
anything that compares to
virtual reality anatomy.

This spring, students began studying anatomy and physiology in the new Health Education Outreach Center. Emily Li, biomedical
sciences graduate teaching assistant, works with the Human Virtual Anatomy Project. At the HEOC’s groundbreaking ceremony, Colin
Clay, head of the Department of Biomedical Sciences, noted that a cadaver-based anatomy lab is often referred to as the place where
“the dead teach the living” (a redaction of the Latin phrase mortui vivos docent). In virtual anatomy, the living teach the living.

The project began with a desire to make the study of human anatomy more accessible, intuitive, and impactful for
students by visualizing and manipulating magnified models of the brain, nervous system, and other structures of
the body in all dimensions. It can now interact in depth
with virtually any type of research or medical image, allowing specific parts to be manipulated, dissected from
any plane, or viewed separately on command, such as by
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“It gives them more perspective,” said Chad Eitel,
the program’s lead developer. “Many clinicians find
it helpful to look at things
they don’t come across very often in their practice, or to
look at really complicated things that are hard to conceptualize in three dimensions when you’re looking at a
two-dimensional image.”
As part of a partnership with the Japan-based JSR Corporation, the team recently provided virtual reality setups to a variety of medical professionals who will explore
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using the program for pre-surgical
planning, medical education, collaborating with other clinicians from a distance, and patient education, a novel
and exciting potential direction that
could offer patients the chance to become more informed and involved in
their own health care than ever before.
“Countless colleagues have come in
and spent hours exploring their own
medical scans,” Clapp said. “It’s very
exciting to them to walk through their
own body. There is significant value
in the patient education area because
images in three dimensions are easier to understand. There’s no need to
look at something in two dimensions
when we can see it as it exists.”
The team is also collaborating with
partners at the University of Florida
who are using it for medical education, and with UCHealth, where clinicians are evaluating how it might provide useful insight that will help them
do their jobs. Dr. Julie Dunn, a trauma
and general surgeon at UCHealth,
hopes to use it for better preoperative planning, which could save time
and improve patient safety. “If this
program improves both our ability to
plan and stage various surgeries, it
would be quite impactful,” Dunn said.
Aside from the obvious benefits to
human and animal medicine, experts
from a variety of professions are
bringing data to the virtual anatomy
team in order to explore how to view,
play with, and study all kinds of things
in an entirely new way, revealing that
the potential applications of this program are truly limitless. ■
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NEW HEALTH EDUCATION OUTREACH
CENTER GOES VIRTUAL

Students started taking classes in the brand-new Health Education Outreach Center this spring. In a few months, the HEOC will house a firstof-its-kind virtual reality lab. Students are already using part of the virtual
anatomy program on iPads, which allows them to interact with and dissect
a three-dimensional human model and enhances the knowledge gained
from their work with actual cadavers. By next fall, the team hopes to have
the entire virtual reality program up and running in the new building
and seamlessly integrated into the already robust curriculum, where it will
drastically improve student learning and provide a world-class space for
continuing medical education.
The Health Education Outreach Center provides needed space for greater numbers of students to pursue science and medicine; attracts new cohorts of future health care professionals to Colorado; and provides greater
opportunities for public engagement. The center’s partnership with the
National Western Center will bring its renowned hands-on educational
outreach programs in health care and the life sciences to visiting students
and families from around the world. The virtual reality lab will allow the
new building to host a variety of continuing medical education programs
and has already attracted interest from fields ranging from emergency
medicine and nursing to dentistry and yoga teacher training.
“This is the benchmark facility for gross anatomy and neuroanatomy education in the nation,” said Tod Clapp, an assistant professor in the Department of Biomedical Sciences and head of its human anatomy program.
“The new Human Virtual Anatomy Project will complement our robust
curriculum. When students learn anatomy, they are learning about the
importance of the relationships between structures, and you can’t truly do
that anywhere but in a three-dimensional environment.”
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DREAM LAB

Undergraduate research transforms students into scientists
BY MARY GUIDEN AND SARAH RYAN | PHOTOGRAPHY BY KELLEN BAKOVICH

M AX D R UM M OND
AKKINA AND DEAN LABS

A

uthentic research experiences help undergraduate students explore science as a
lifelong pursuit. The Department of Microbiology, Immunology, and Pathology launched
the Undergraduate Research Fellowship program
in 2016 with the aim of placing students in labs
early in their careers. The program has placed more
than 30 students in 20 different labs on campus.
More than 20 students applied for a fellowship
position in 2018, but funding was available for
only six students. To help with this demand, the
department will launch MIP 401, a course-based
experience that will allow students to take a scientific project from hypothesis to data analysis in a
dedicated lab space.
The program, lab space, and funding amount to
a strategic investment with the potential to transform students’ lives far beyond the classroom. In
the short term, students gain an understanding
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Max Drummond decided to attend CSU after he researched faculty and internships in the College of Veterinary
Medicine and Biomedical Sciences. On his first day on campus, he went to Ram Welcome and had an auspicious
meeting with Professor Erica Suchman, MIP associate department head and a University Distinguished Teaching Scholar. Suchman made a few calls and lined up a research position for him on the spot.

of the research process. They learn to survey and
evaluate scientific literature, to manage and analyze data, to overcome obstacles, to interpret
data, and to write and speak about their findings. In the long term, their identities and career
paths may be transformed. Students who view
themselves as scientists are more likely to graduate, maintain high grade point averages, and be
admitted to graduate school, with the greatest
impacts on first-generation and underrepresented minority students.

Drummond first worked with Professor Ramesh Akkina and now conducts research on a new vaccine model and
rotavirus in the lab of Professor Gregg Dean. He reports that MIP 150, Introduction to Research Methods, was
key to moving forward in the research realm.
“You learn all about basic research and do a mock project that is comparable to what you’d do in a lab,” Drummond said. “That was a good experience, to familiarize myself with the techniques and tools in research and to
make me feel more comfortable being in a lab.”
He learned a lot, at first, by asking questions. He tried to understand what people were doing. Then, he learned
the structure or hierarchy of the lab, and saw how everyone from the principal investigator to graduate students
and postdoctoral researchers had research projects.

Demand for undergraduate research positions
currently outweighs the supply. A Department of
Microbiology, Immunology, and Pathology survey
showed that of 170 students who responded, 108
had gotten into research or medical experiences,
but 60 still were looking for their dream lab.

One of the things that he said he’s been most surprised about is how social the research realm is.
“I pictured that you’d go in a lab, you’d do your experiments, keep that to yourself, and you’d go tell your boss
what your results were,” he said. “But in reality, you have a lab meeting every week, you’re constantly talking to
other people who work in the lab, they’re your friends, you see them all the time, and you’re working together.”

Read on for portraits of three student researchers.
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K I RTY KRIEGER

J O S E P H GAL L E G O S

PERERA LAB

TELLING LAB

“Most undergraduates start out washing dishes and making media, but I was thrown straight into a research
project of my own,” says Kirty Krieger, who worked in the lab of Rushika Perera, an assistant professor in
virology. “This opportunity taught me how to hypothesize and really helped me grow as a scientist. I made
plenty of mistakes, but Dr. Perera kept me on track and let me take the lead on many aspects of my project.”

In 2016, freshman Joseph Gallegos was named an Undergraduate Research Fellow. He studied chronic wasting
disease and other prion diseases in the Telling Lab and presented his research at scientific meetings. The experience was “invaluable.”
“It’s hard to make it tangible, learning the ins and outs of how research is conducted at the highest level,” Gallegos explained. “Being part of the program and this department has given me the opportunity to experience
what it means to be a research scientist.”

Krieger found a true feeling of community through research. She helped to develop the MIP Mentor program
and worked as a teacher’s assistant in the MIP Freshman Seminar, where she taught classes and advised
students during their first year of college.

As a freshman, Gallegos was thinking about going to graduate school and maybe even becoming a professor.
Three years later, he considers himself a scientist. He graduated from CSU in December 2018 and plans to pursue a doctoral degree in neuroscience.

“I remember going into Dr. Perera’s lab and feeling like part of a family,” Krieger says. “I hope the students
I mentored also took away a sense of confidence about being in the right place at CSU and a feeling of
community within the department.”
Krieger recently graduated from CSU and now trains staff and volunteers in the Perera Lab. She is applying to
graduate schools and hopes to eventually land a role as an assistant professor at a college where she can conduct
research and teach.
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STATE OF THE COLLEGE

FACILITIES HIGHLIGHTS

P H OTO BY JOH N EIS EL E

Center for Vector-Borne
and Infectious Diseases –
$22.9M
Improving public health
through research into
pathogens involved in
zoonotic disease.

Johnson Family Equine
Hospital Phase I – $35.4M
Providing critical care,
isolation, diagnostic imaging,
sports medicine, and
rehabilitation.

C. Wayne McIlwraith Translational Medicine Institute – $77.8M

2,284
applications for the
D.V.M. Class of 2023

$315M
raised in the State Your
Purpose campaign
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#1

Veterinary school
in 2018 NIH funding

$24.8M

James L. Voss
Veterinary Teaching Hospital

42,000

P HOTO BY WILLIAM A . COTTON

Part of a $77.8 million project in the Veterinary Health Complex on CSU’s
South Campus, this state-of-the-art building brings together educators and
innovators to pursue development of promising medical technologies.

$3.7M

National Western Animal
Health Complex – $46M
Equine and small-animal
clinics will connect visitors
with animal health on the 250acre National Western Center
Campus in Denver.

Veterinary Health Complex
Our master plan includes a
new building for veterinary
education and animal care.

in scholarship giving last year
793 scholarship donors

$258K

in patient financial
assistance at the VTH

Health Education Outreach Center – $22.9M

annual patient visits

A new home for anatomy, neuroanatomy, and a first-of-its-kind virtual
reality lab.
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ALUMNI NEWS

Mary Kay Klein (M.S., clinical sciences, ’88; D.V.M., ’83) was
honored with the Theilen Tribute Award.
Bret Luedke (B.S., microbiology, ’06; M.S., biomedical

Christina Bradbury (M.S., clinical sciences, ’10) has been
appointed to the California Veterinary Medical Board.
Stephanie Buchholtz (D.V.M., ’93) opened a new practice,
The Cat Doctor, in Johnstown, Colo.

Leigh Caswell (B.S., environmental health, ’03) became vice
president for community health at Presbyterian Healthcare
Services, received an Albuquerque Journal 2018 Spirit of
New Mexico award, and won the Albuquerque Woman of
Influence 2019 award.

Amanda Burton (B.S, biomedical sciences, ’18 ) is now
a rehabilitation associate with the Rocky Mountain Raptor
Program.

Emily Cunis (B.S., biomedical sciences and environmental
health, ’18) is an environmental health intern at Walt Disney
World.

Mary Carlson (D.V.M., ’87) published her first book,
Drinking from the Trough: A Veterinarian’s Memoir.

Lindsay Davis (B.S., environmental health, ’11) now works
at University of Colorado’s Natural Hazards Center.

sciences, ’07; D.V.M., ’11) and Chelsea Luedke (B.S.,
microbiology, ’06; M.S., biomedical sciences, ’07; D.V.M.,
’11) opened Heritage Equine Clinic in Berthoud, Colo., in
2017.
Luna Martinez (B.S., environmental health, ’17) worked
with FEMA in Puerto Rico, Florida, North Carolina, and

D.V.M. Milestone Reunion
Our Milestone Reunion brings together nine D.V.M. classes
celebrating five years to 45 years since graduation. The 2019
D.V.M. Milestone Reunion, April 26-27, 2019, will feature bison excursions; tours of the C. Wayne McIlwraith Translational
Medicine Institute and the James L. Voss Veterinary Teaching
Hospital; minimally invasive laparoscopy labs; canine and human anatomy virtual reality demos; Walk with a Doc sessions
focusing on D.V.M. student success initiatives; and a live audience interview with Dr. John Arnold, owner of Raintree Animal Hospital and creator of Podcast a Vet.

Pennsylvania in response to hurricanes.
Amie McCarthy (B.S., equine science, ’13; D.V.M., ’18)
joined Animal Medical Center in Claremore, Okla.
John Shannon (B.S., biomedical sciences, ’16) was selected
for the NIH Oxford-Cambridge Scholars Program.

Thomas Edling (D.V.M., ’95) became a consulting
veterinarian for Petland.

Keith Stav (D.V.M., ’93) was awarded Best Veterinarian of

Richard “Chip” Estes (B.S., veterinary science, ’72;
D.V.M., ’74) was recognized with the American Association
of Equine Practitioners’ 2018 Distinguished Educator –
Mentor Award.

2018 by the Helena Independent Record.
Apryl Steele (D.V.M., ’97) became president of the
American Association of Feline Practitioners.

Taylor Farley (B.S., microbiology, ’15) was selected for the
NIH Oxford-Cambridge Scholars Program.
Lynn Ferguson (B.S., veterinary science, ’76; D.V.M., ’78)
retired after 40 years as a veterinarian and owner of The Animal
Hospital in Longmont, Colo.

Howard L. Shackleford (D.V.M., ’88) and classmates celebrated their 30th reunion at
Colorado State University in 2018.

D.V.M. Golden Reunion
The 2019 Golden Reunion weekend will welcome the D.V.M.
Class of 1969 back to campus to celebrate 50 years since graduation. The Golden Reunion will take place in late September
and includes a welcome reception and dinner on Friday and
breakfast and tours on Saturday. Save the dates were sent in
late March. Invitations and registration information will follow early summer.

Marykate Franks (B.S., environmental health, ’13) is
now an environmental public health officer for Harvard
University.
Tim Holt (D.V.M., ’88) won the Pioneer Award by the Beef
Improvement Federation.
Jim Ingram (M.S., anatomy, ’72; D.V.M., ’52) donated his
World War II uniform to CSU’s Avenir Museum of Design
and Merchandising.
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Paul Wise (D.V.M., ’50) celebrated his 100th birthday and
continues to practice veterinary medicine at a vaccination
clinic in Chico, Calif.
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The D.V.M. Class of 1968 celebrated their Golden Reunion on campus in 2018.
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ALUMNI: IN REMEMBRANCE
2018 – 2019

OCTOBER 2-5, 2019

Elden R. Austin, B.S., ’57; D.V.M., ’59

Ray Hinshaw, D.V.M., ’48

Victor I. Sorgen, D.V.M., ’50

Charles W. Bader, D.V.M., ’59

Grant C. Jensen, B.S., ’52; D.V.M., ’54

R. James Stava, B.S., ’58; D.V.M., ’60

Donald E. Bailey, D.V.M., ’50

Robert J. Keller, B.S., ’38; D.V.M., ’44

Terry W. Stephen, D.V.M., ’83

William D. Barber, D.V.M., ’54

Roger L. King, B.S., ’60; D.V.M., ’62

Edward H. Stephenson, Ph.D., ’73

Gene R. Bengston, B.S., ’68; D.V.M., ’70

Michael L. Kleban, B.S., ’82; D.V.M., ’86

Erwin C. Stickley, B.S., ’56

Roger L. Bohling, D.V.M., ’69

Catherine A. Kletke, B.S., ’84

James T. Summers, B.S., ’60;

Edwin D. Boice, D.V.M., ’50

Benjamin H. Konishi, D.V.M., ’50

Ryan B. Brown, B.S., ’95; D.V.M. ’99

James R. Lee, D.V.M., ’68

Wayne J. Summers, B.S., ’58

Bobbie R. Bryant, B.S., ’54; D.V.M., ’62

Arvin I. Lovaas, Ph.D., ’72

Matthew T. Sumpter, B.S., ’84

Elaine M. Campbell, M.S., ’01

James A. Lowe, B.S., ’52; D.V.M., ’55

Harley D. Swanson, M.S., ’68;

Thomas R. Carpenter, B.S., ’85;

William V. Lumb, D.V.M., Ph.D.,

D.V.M. ’88

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 2
• Alumni Night Out

THURSDAY, OCT. 3

• Distinguished Alumni Awards

FRIDAY, OCT. 4

Dick K. Tramp, B.S., ’58; D.V.M., ’61

Dale Christiansen, D.V.M., ’58

Paul S. McGrath, B.S., ’68; D.V.M. ’70

Ronald J. Uhle, M.S., ’69

Ralph L. Collinson, D.V.M., ’42

Norman E. Moline, B.S., ’73

Ronald W. Vernon, B.S., ’43; D.V.M., ’53

Stephen W. Duce, M.S., ’81

Jack L. Murphy, D.V.M., ’66

Harold E. Vonderfecht, D.V.M., ’62

Freddy L. Eales, B.S., ’74; D.V.M., ’76

James C. Murphy, Ph.D., ’66

Milton L. Vondy, D.V.M., ’51

Harold L. Edwards, D.V.M., ’66

Benjamin E. Nichols, B.S., ’55;

Nancy B. Watts, D.V.M., ’83

John W. Ellis, D.V.M., ’54

Don B. Olsen, B.S., ’54; D.V.M., ’56

William C. Wilcox, B.S., ’81; D.V.M., ’84

G. Keith Elmund , B.S., ’68; M.S., ’70;

John D. Opalka, D.V.M., ’68

Belinda A. Williams, B.S., ’01

Eric F. Pallister, M.S., ’50

Lyle R. Wonderlich, B.S., ’73; D.V.M., ’75

James Emmett III, D.V.M., ’72

M. Douglas Parks, D.V.M., ’61

Neil B. Ericson, B.S., ’14; M.S., ’15

Dr. Gary J. Pascuzzo, Ph.D., ’80

Melvin M. Fillerup, D.V.M., ’82

Maynard V. Queen, B.S., ’66

Ralph A. Foster, D.V.M., ’42

Lee S. Ragains, B.S., ’61; D.V.M., ’63

Patricia Frost-Fitch, B.S., ’75; D.V.M., ’79

Darlan J. Rezac, B.S., ’54; D.V.M., ’56

Col. William R. Godden, B.S., ’52;

R. Tracy Rhodes, B.S., ’59; D.V.M., ’60
J. Brent Rollins, D.V.M., ’67

Thomas F. Hagan, D.V.M., ’49

Anthony E. Romero, M.S., ’77

Lonny Haynes, D.V.M., ’87

Paul B. Sanders, D.V.M., ’99

Peter F. Haynes, B.S., ’67; D.V.M. ’69;

Morton B. Schwartz, B.S., ’62;

M.S., ’74

Visit alumni.colostate.edu for a calendar of
events and more ways to get involved with
the CSU Alumni Association.

William L. Weir, D.V.M., ’67
Roger N. Wiggins, D.V.M., ’61

D.V.M., ’54

HOMECOMING.COLOSTATE.EDU

D.V.M., ’56
Robert E. Nicks, D.V.M., ’52

Ph.D., ’76

• Homecoming 5K Race
• Parent and Family Breakfast
• Coors Light Ram Walk Tailgate
• CSU vs. San Diego State football game,
kickoff TBA

Roman A. Swiezy, B.S., 53; D.V.M., ’54

Arthur W. Lundberg Jr., D.V.M., ’45

D.V.M., ’49

SATURDAY, OCT. 5

Ph.D., ’69

William L. Chapman Jr., M.S., ’63

James W. Edwards, B.S., ’48;

• 50 Year Club Luncheon
• Festival on the Oval
• Homecoming Parade
• Friday Night Lights: Bonfire, Lighting of the
A, Alumni Association Member Reception

Faculty Emeritus

D.V.M., ’64

Steven F. Henke, B.S., ’13
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D.V.M., ’64
Jack N. Sohrbeck, B.S., ’52; D.V.M., ’54
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FIRST PERSON
Origin Stories
BY GERALD N. CALLAHAN

Fifty years ago, when my daughter Jennifer passed through her mother’s birth canal, bacteria swarmed over her skin and into her eyes, nose,
ears, and mouth. Then, Jennifer went to work gathering more bacteria
by chewing on her hand, her blanket, her mother’s breast. Before she
left Holy Cross Hospital, Jennifer was lousy with bacteria, just like
every other baby boy and girl. And that matters. None of us is a single
organism in the way we have been taught to think of ourselves. Bacteria
infect and change all of us. We are walking menageries of living things
gathered for a single purpose: to create a human being. Way below the
level of human consciousness, those bacteria shape us and guide us.
Somewhere between 50,000 and 150,000 years ago, humans began
speaking to one another and unleashed a new set of infectious agents
– words. Below the level of human consciousness, the words changed
human biology and behavior. Each word, like a bacterium, flew from
person to person. And, inside of us, like bacteria, the words gathered
together into something greater than words – stories. These first stories
were simple, but over time, they evolved, reproduced, mutated, and
spread from mother to daughter, father to son, village to village, and
nation to nation. A pandemic of stories. Then came writing, and words
and stories became – like germs themselves – immortal.

Gerald Callahan writes about science
for general audiences and holds a
joint appointment in the Department
of Microbiology, Immunology, and
Pathology and the Department of
English. He investigates interactions
between the human immune and
nervous systems, humans and their
microbiomes, and the biological basis
of sex. He is currently completing a
collection of essays (tentatively titled
The Biology of Words: A Collection of
Infectious Tales) on the pathology and
epidemiology of stories.

By the June morning Jennifer first appeared on Earth, a few million
stories also waited for her. And beginning with the simple phrase “It’s
a girl and she’s beautiful” the stories infected her, seeped into her, and
began to change her. We don’t yet have a word for those stories and the
others we collect as we grow. I call them the fabulome, from the Latin
fabula for story or play or tale. The fabulome is the set of oral helices,
which, like genomes and microbiomes, have been passed from parent
to child, between friends, lovers, brothers, and others for millennia.

Let us help you plan your estate and assist you with creating
a charitable legacy at Colorado State University that will help
us continue to build bright futures. Your generosity will benefit
students, faculty members, and alumni for generations to come.

Remarkably, our lives depend on these stories. We are our stories, as
surely as we are our genes or our microbiomes. And when we meet, the
first things we share are our flora and our fabulomes. We absorb germs
and tales as greedily as sponges absorb water. From a few genes, a menagerie of germs, and libraries full of stories, each of us must construct
a human being.
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Dr. Noa Muniz’s research and
teaching is changing the
lives of dairy workers and
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